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Foreword 
I look and see nothing,  
I look again and become inspired,  
as a short trip becomes a long journey. 1 
 
Whanaketanga | Evolution, focused on technical construction and application using various materials.  As 
art evolves, we find new ways to express concept, thought and imagination.   
 
This Exhibition Report is aimed at maintaining customary concepts and techniques using new materials, not 
customarily associated with Māori weaving such as cane, chain, screen mesh, perspex and plastic. 
 
Whilst the customary use of Māori woven taonga serves a utilitarian purpose, the challenge was to show 
new ways of thinking aimed at creating new forms of art not necessarily seen before. 
 
This biography of a decade of practice as a weaver begins with works completed over the past two years, 
submitted and exhibited as part of the Master of Māori Visual Arts journey.  The exhibition is supplemented by 
previous works to demonstrate a personal evolution into new works employing non-customary materials.   
 
Works exhibited within my final Masters exhibition are clearly highlighted in blue, in the Figures referencing and 
within the illustrations and images pages 5 and 6. 
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